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 . 2 2Given a 2-homogeneous polynomial P x, y s ax q by q cxy with real coeffi-
5 5 5 5cients, let P and P denote the norms of P on the real and complex Banachr c
2 5 5 5 5space l , respectively. We show P s P , and obtain a sufficient and necessaryr c1
condition on the coefficients a, b, and c for P to have norm 1. Applying these
2 .results, we characterize extreme points of the unit ball of P l for the real1
Banach space l 2 and examine them for the complex Banach space l 2. We apply1 1
2 .them to find extreme points and strongly extreme points of the unit ball of P l1
and get an extremal 2-homogeneous polynomial on l that is not an extreme point.1
We also characterize extreme points and strongly extreme points of the unit ball of
m . m w x.L l or L L 0, 1 . Q 1998 Academic Press1 1
1. INTRODUCTION
Let K denote either the complex field C or the real field R. Given any
 .  .index set G, let l G be the Banach space of all K-valued families x s x1 i
such that
5 5 < <x [ x i
G
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 .is finite. If G is the set of positive integers, we denote l G by l , while if1 1
 4  . nG s 1, . . . , n , we denote l G by l .1 1
 .Let B E denote the closed unit ball of a Banach space E over K. A
 .  .point x in B E is said to be an extreme point of B E if x is not the
 .  .midpoint of the nontrivial line segment lying in B E . ExtB E denotes
 .  .the set of extreme points of B E . A point x g B E is said to be a
 .strongly extreme point of B E if given e ) 0 there is some d ) 0 such
5 5 5 5  .that x " y F 1 q d implies y F e . SExtB E denotes the set of strongly
 .extreme points of B E . It is clear that every strongly extreme point is an
 .extreme point. We can see easily that x g SExtB E is equivalent to the
 4 5 5statement that if y is a sequence in E such that x " y ª 1, thenn n
y ª 0. For a finite-dimensional Banach space E, this fact and the com-n
 .  .  .pactness of B E imply that ExtB E s SExtB E .
m .Let m be a positive integer. We denote by L E the Banach space of
K-valued continuous m-linear forms on E = ??? = E, endowed with the
5 5 <  . < m .norm A s sup A x , . . . , x , and denote by P E the Banach5 x 5 F1 1 mi
space of K-valued continuous m-homogeneous polynomials on E, en-
5 5 <  . <dowed with the norm P s sup P x . When we need to distinguish5 x 5 F1
between the norm of P for the real Banach space E and that for the
5 5 5 5complex Banach space E, we denote them by P and P , respectively.r c
m Ï . 5 5An m-homogeneous polynomial P g P E is called extremal if P s
m Ï .5 5m rm! P , where P denotes the symmetric m-linear form correspond-
Ï m5 5 5 5  .5 5ing to P. In general, we have the inequality P F P F m rm! P
 w x.see 3, Theorem 4.13 .
Let
N
k b b1 NP x , . . . , x s a x q a x ??? x , .  1 N l l b 1 N
ls1 < <b Fk
 . < <with b s b , . . . , b , b s b q ??? qb , be a polynomial of degree k1 N 1 N
N w x 5 5 5 5on l . Aron et al. 1 gave estimates of P and P involving ther c`
leading coefficients a , . . . , a . For such a polynomial P with real coeffi-1 N
cients they showed that
k k’ ’2 q 2 q 2 y 2 .  .
5 5 5 5P F m P , m s .c rk k 2
w x 5 5 5 5In particular, Aron and Klimek 2 calculated P and P for ar c
 . 2quadratic polynomial of one variable P t s at q bt q c with real coeffi-
cients a, b, and c, and classified extreme real quadratic polynomials. They
5 5 5 5also proved that P F 3 P for such a quadratic polynomial with realc r
coefficients, and that 3 is the best constant.
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 . 2 2In Section 2, given a 2-homogeneous polynomial P x, y s ax q by q
2 5 5 5 5cxy on l with real coefficients a, b, and c, we show that P s P andr c1
obtain a sufficient and necessary condition on the coefficients a, b, and c
for P to have norm 1. Applying these results, we characterize extreme
 2 2 .. 2points of B P l for the real Banach space l , which was worked1 1
w xindependently by Ryan and Turett 8 by a different method, and examine
them for the complex Banach space l 2.1
In Section 3, applying the results in Section 2, we study extreme points
 2 ..and strongly extreme points of B P l and obtain an extremal polyno-1
mial that is not an extreme point. This answers Ryan's problem in the
negative, which was proposed at the 1994 Meeting on Polynomials and
Holomorphic Functions on Infinite Dimensional Spaces at Dublin.
In Section 4, we classify extreme points and strongly extreme points of
 . m w x. m .B E for E s L L 0, 1 or L l .1 1
Unless the contrary is explicitly stated, the results in this article hold for
a real or complex Banach space.
 2 2 ..2. EXTREME POINTS OF B P l1
 . 2 2We will use the same notation P x, y s ax q by q cxy for a 2-homo-
geneous polynomial on the real or complex Banach space l 2, that is, for1
real variables x and y we regard a, b, and c as real coefficients, while for
complex variables x and y we regard them as complex coefficients. Since
an extreme point of a closed unit ball has norm 1, we are interested first of
all in the condition on the coefficients a, b, and c under which the
 . 2 2 .polynomial P x, y g P l has norm 1. Unless otherwise stated, the1
 .following results hold for the real or complex polynomial P x, y .
< < < <LEMMA 2.1. Let z, w g C, z s 1, and let 0 F d - 1. If z " w F 1 q
’< <d , then w F 3d .
2 2 2 2< < < <  .  .  .Proof. z " w s 1 q w " 2 Re zw F 1 q d s 1 q 2d q d .
2 2 2 . < < < <  .We may assume Re zw G 0. Then w F w q 2 Re zw F 2d q d F
’< <3d ; hence w F 3d .
The above lemma will be applied for examining strongly extreme points
5 5of a complex Banach space. An easy computation shows that for P F 1,
< < < < < < < < 5 5it is necessary that a F 1, b F 1, and c F 4. For c F 2, P s 1 if and
< < < < < <only if a s 1 or b s 1. We now consider the case when 2 - c F 4.
< < < < < < < < 2  < < .2LEMMA 2.2. Let a F 1, b F 1, and 2 F c F 4. If a q c y 2 r4
< < 2  < < .2 5 5) 1 or b q c y 2 r4 ) 1, then P ) 1.
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< < 2  < < .2 < < < <Proof. Suppose that a q c y 2 r4 ) 1. We may assume a G b .
22< < < < < <P x , y G sup a x q c x 1 y x y a 1 y x .  .  . 4
0FxF1
< < 2 < < < < < <s sup y c x q c q 2 a x y a 4 .
0FxF1
2< < < <c q 2 a .
< <s y a ) 1,
< <4 c
where the first inequality follows from the fact that x and y can be chosen
2so that ax and cxy have the same argument.
Remark 2.3. By Lemma 2.2 we obtain the following:
 . < < 5 5i Let c s 4. Then P s 1 if and only if a s b s 0.
 . < < < < < < 5 5ii Let a s 1 or b s 1. If c ) 2, then P ) 1.
< < < < < <It still remains to consider the case when a - 1, b - 1, and 2 - c - 4.
 . 2 2We begin with the polynomial P x, y s ax q by q cxy with real coeffi-
cients.
< < < < < <THEOREM 2.4. Let a, b, c g R, a - 1, b - 1, and 2 - c F 4. Sup-
 . 2 2 2 2 .pose P x, y s ax q by q cxy g P l . Then1
5 5 5 5 < < 2 < <P s P s 1 if and only if 4 c y c s 4 a q b y ab . .r c
Proof. In the following proof we denote a vector in real and complex l 21
 .  .  .by x, y and z, w , respectively. Extending the real polynomial P x, y to
 . 2 2the complex polynomial P z, w s az q bw q czw with the same real
coefficients a, b, and c, we will show that
5 5 < < 2 < <P s 1 if and only if 4 c y c s 4 a q b y ab , .c
and
5 5 5 5P s P .r c
< <  < < .Note if c s 4, then 4 a q b y ab s 0 implies that a s b s 0. If a s 0
< < < <or b s 0, then it is easily verified; hence we may assume that 0 - b F a
< < 5 5  . 2- 1 and 2 - c - 4. Suppose that P s 1. There is z , w g l , z sc 0 0 1 0
< < < < <  . <x q iy , w s u q i¨ such that z q w s 1 and P z , w s 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 . <  . < 2Clearly z w / 0. Let f x , y, u , ¨ s P x q iy , u q i¨ s0 0
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 .P z, w P z , w . Then there is some constant l, called a Lagrange multi- .
plier, such that
­ f x ­ f y ­ f u0 0 0
z , w s l , s l , z , w s l , .  .0 0 0 0< < < < < <­ x z ­ y z ­ u w0 0 0
­ f ¨ 0
and z , w s l . .0 0 < <­ ¨ w0
It is easily verified that
l z0
2 az q cw P z , w s and . .0 0 0 0 < <2 z0
l w0
2bw q cz P z , w s . . .0 0 0 0 < <2 w0
2 2  .Put R s 2 az q cz w and S s 2bw q cz w . Then R q S s 2 P z , w0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
and
2 s 2 P z , w P z , w s R q S P z , w .  .  . .0 0 0 0 0 0
l l l
< < < <s RP z , w q SP z , w s z q w s , .  .0 0 0 0 0 02 2 2
hence l s 4. Since
< < < <R s RP z , w P z , w s 2 z P z , w s z R q S , .  .  .  .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
< < . < < .we obtain R s z R q S . Similarly, S s w R q S , and so RrS s0 0
< < < < < < < < < <  . < <  .z r w . Let z r w sk)0. Then z skr k q 1 and w s1r k q 1 .0 0 0 0 0 0
For the sake of convenience, we will omit the subscript 0 from now on. Put
zrw s keiu. Then
2 az2 q czw z 2 az q cw 2 awkeiu q cw
iuk s s s ke ;2 iu /  /w 2bw q cz2bw q czw 2bw q cwke
hence
2beyiu q ck s 2 akeiu q c.
Applying eiu s cos u q i sin u , we get the following equations:
2 b y ak cos u s c 1 y k , .  .
1 . 2 b q ak sin u s 0. .
We now consider two cases.
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5 518. Let ab ) 0. If a s b, then it is easily verified that P s 1 ifc
< < < < < < 2  < < 2 . 5 5and only if c s 4 y 2 a , i.e., 4 c y c s 4 2 a y a , and that P sr
5 5P . Without loss of generality we may assume that 0 - b - a - 1c
 .otherwise, apply the following argument to yP . Note that b y ak / 0,
otherwise k must be 1 and so a s b, which contradicts our assumption.
 .Since b q ak / 0 and b y ak / 0, Eq. 1 implies that sin u s 0 and
 .  .cos u s c 1 y k r2 b y ak . Since
c 1 y k .
< <1 s cos u s ,
2 b y ak .
we obtain
< < < <c y 2b c q 2b
k s or k s .
< < < <c y 2 a c q 2 a
 < < .  < < .we claim k s c y 2b r c y 2 a .
 < < .  < < . < <  < <.If k s c q 2b r c q 2 a , then cos u s ycr c , so z s k ycr c w.
Since
c
2 2 2 2 2 2< <1 s az q bw q czw s ak w q bw y ckw
< <c
2 2< < < <s w ak q b y c k , 2 .
222 < < < <ak q b y c k s 1r w s k q 1 . .
 < < .  < < .An easy computation with k s c q 2b r c q 2 a shows that
< < 2 < < < < < <4 a q b q ab s c y 4 c s c c y 4 - 0, .  .
which contradicts our assumption 0 - b - a - 1. Thus the claim is proved.
 < < .  < < . < <  < <.For k s c y 2b r c y 2 a , cos u s cr c and z s k cr c w. As in
 .Eq. 2 , we obtain that
222 < < < <ak q b q c k s 1r w s k q 1 , .
 < < .  < < .and k s c y 2b r c y 2 a leads to the equation
< < 24 c y c s 4 a q b y ab . .
< < 2  . 5 5Conversely, suppose that 4 c y c s 4 a q b y ab . We claim P F 1.c
5 5  .  .Otherwise let P s a ) 1. Then 1ra P z, w has norm 1, and 0 - brac
< < 5 . 5- ara - 1; hence 2 - c ra - 4. 1ra P s 1 implies thatc
2 2< <4 c ra y cra s 4 ara q bra y abra , .  .
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< < 2  . < 2 2which contradicts 4 c y c s 4 a q b y ab . Moreover, az q bw q0 0
<cz w s 1 for0 0
< < < <c c y 2b c y 2 a .
z s g R and w s g R,0 0< < < < < <2 c c y a y b 2 c y a y b .  .
< < < <and z q w s 1;0 0
5 5 5 5hence we conclude that P s 1 s P .c r
28. Let ab - 0. Without loss of generality we may assume b - 0 - a
 .otherwise, apply the following argument to yP . Clearly b y ak / 0. If
 .b q ak / 0, then Eq. 1 yields
< < < <c y 2b c q 2b
k s or k s ,
< < < <c y 2 a c q 2 a
< 2 2 <  < < .  < < .as in the case 18. Let a s az q bw q czw for k s c y 2b r c y 2 a
< 2 2 <  < < .  < < .and b s az q bw q czw for k s c q 2b r c q 2 a . A computation
 .similar to that in Eq. 2 shows that
< < 2 < < 2c y 4ab c y 4ab
a s , b s .
< < < <4 c y a y b 4 c q a q b .  .
Hence a q b G 0 implies a G b.
< 2 2 <If b q ak s 0 then k s ybra, and let g s az q bw q czw for this k.
 .  . < <  . < <Equation 1 gives cos u s c a q b r4ab. Since w s 1r k q 1 , w s
 .  . iuar a y b . Recall z s y bra we . We can easily get
b
2g s w a q b cos u q i b y a sin u y c . .  . .
a
 .  .2Apply b q a cos u y c s c a y b r4ab and
22 2 2 2 2 2sin u s 16a b y c a q b r16a b . .
to g 2 and get
4ab y c2
2g s ab.24 a y b .
We claim that
24ab y c22 2 2< <a s c y 4ab r 4 c y a y b G g s ab, .  . . 24 a y b .
 2 . .2  < < .2  .2that is, c y 4ab a y b G y4ab c y a y b . Note y4ab F a y b .
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2  < < .2It is enough to show c y 4ab G c y a y b , which is not hard to
prove. Hence a s 1, and it follows that
< < 24 c y c s 4 a q b y ab . .
5 5 5 5Its converse and P s P in this case can be drawn by the samec r
method as in case 18.
5 5  . 2 2Evaluating the norm P of P x, y s ax q by q cxy with complexc
coefficients, it suffices to consider the case when a, b g R and c g C by
< < < < < <rotating the complex variables x and y. For 0 - a , b - 1, and 2 - c - 4
let c s Re c and c s Im c. The same argument as in the above proof1 2
leads to the equation
2 b y ak cos u s c 1 y k , .  .1 2 b q ak sin u s c k y 1 . .  .2
However, the next computation is too complicated to obtain a good
5 5condition on the coefficients a, b, and c equivalent to P s 1. We canc
get it only for the case when c is a purely imaginary number.
< < < <COROLLARY 2.5. Let a, b g R, a - 1, b - 1, and let c be a purely
< <  . 2 2imaginary number with 2 - c F 4. Suppose P x, y s ax q by q cxy g
2 2 .P l . Then1
5 5 < < < < 2 < <P s 1 if and only if 4 c y c s 4 a y b q ab . .c
Proof. Substitute iy for y and apply Theorem 2.4.
 2 2 ..We are now in a position to characterize extreme points of B P l1
2 2 2 .for the real Banach space l . Since P l is three-dimensional, they are1 1
also strongly extreme points.
 . 2 2 2 2 .THEOREM 2.6. Let P x, y s ax q by q cxy g P l for the real Ba-1
nach space l 2. Then1
P x , y g ExtB P 2 l 2 .  . /1
if and only if
< < < < < < < < 2 < < 2a s b s 1, c s 2 or a s yb, 2 - c F 4, 4a s 4 c y c . .  .
 .  .Proof. « Otherwise it is enough to show that P x, y is not an
< < < < < <extreme point for the case when 0 F a , b - 1, a / yb, 2 - c - 4, and
< < 2  < < .4 c y c s 4 a q b y ab , because the other cases are easily verified by
Remark 2.3 and Theorem 2.4.
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< < < < < < < < 2Suppose that 0 F a , b - 1, a / yb, 2 - c - 4, and 4 c y c s
 < < . < <4 a q b y ab . Without loss of generality we may assume 0 F b F
< < < <a - 1. Note that 0 - a - 1. We now consider two cases.
18. Suppose that ac ) 0. We may assume that 0 - a - 1 and
 .  .2 - c - 4. Let l s c y 2b r c y 2 a . Choose a sufficiently small a ) 0
< < < .  . <  .so that 0 - a " a - 1, 0 - b " b - 1, a y a q b y b s a y a
 . 2q b y b , and 2 - c " g - 4, setting b s l a and g s 2la . Let
Q x , y s a q a x 2 q b q b y2 q c y g xy .  .  .  .
and
R x , y s a y a x 2 q b y b y2 q c q g xy. .  .  .  .
 . 2  .  . 5 5 5 5Apply 1 y a l q 2 y c l q 1 y b s 0 and get Q s R s 1 by
 .Theorem 2.4 and P s 1r2 Q q R ; hence P is not an extreme point.
Ä Ä .28. Suppose that ac - 0. Let P s P x, yy . By the case 18, P s
 . 2 2 . 5 5 5 51r2 Q q R for some Q, R g P l with Q / R, and Q s R s 1.1
Ä .  .   .  ..Then P x, y s P x, yy s 1r2 Q x, yy q R x, yy ; hence P is not
an extreme point.
 .¥ It is enough to show that P is an extreme point if a s yb,
< < 2 < < 22 - c - 4, and 4a s 4 c y c , because the other case is easily verified.
2 2 .Suppose that P is not an extreme point. We can choose Q, R g P l so1
5 5 5 5  .that Q / R, Q s R s 1, and P s 1r2 Q q R and write
Q x , y s a q a x 2 y a q b y2 q c q g xy .  .  .  .
and
R x , y s a y a x 2 y a y b y2 q c y g xy , .  .  .  .
for some a , b , g g R, not all 0. Without loss of generality we may assume
that 0 - a - 1, 2 - c - 4, and g G 0. We now consider two cases.
18. Let 3 F c - 4. It is necessary that 2 - c " g - 4. Indeed, if
5 5c q g s 4, then Q s 1 implies a s b s ya; hence
R x , y s 2 ax2 y 2 ay2 q 2c y 4 xy. .  .
5 5Since 2 F 2c y 4 - 4, Lemma 2.2 implies R ) 1, which is a contradic-
5 5 5 5tion. A similar argument shows that 2 - c y g . For Q s R s 1 it is
< < < <necessary that a " a - 1, a " b - 1,
2 < <4 c q g y c q g s 4 a y b q a q a a q b .  .  .  . .
and
2 < <4 c y g y c y g s 4 a y b q a y a a y b . .  .  .  . .
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Adding these two equations yields
2 < <yg s 4 a y b q ab F 0. .
< < < < < < < <Since a " a - 1 and a " b - 1 imply a - 1 and b - 1, we get
a s b s g s 0, which is a contradiction.
28. Let 2 - c - 3. Then it is necessary that 0 - c " g - 4. In-
5 5deed, if c y g F 0, then c q g ) 4, hence Q ) 1, which is a contradic-
tion. If c q g s 4, then
R x , y s 2 ax2 y 2 ay2 q 2c y 4 xy. .  .
’ 5 5Note that 3 r2 - a - 1. This implies that R ) 1, which is a contradic-
tion. If 2 - c y g - 4, then we can get the same contradiction as in case
5 518, so we may consider only the case when 0 - c y g F 2. Since Q s
5 5R s 1, it is necessary that a y a s 1 or a y b s 1. Suppose that a y a
s 1. Then
Q x , y s 2 a y 1 x 2 y a q b y2 q c q g xy .  .  .  .
and
R x , y s x 2 y a y b y2 q c y g xy. .  .  .
5 5 5 5 < < < <Q s R s 1 implies that a q b - 1, a y b F 1, and
24 c q g y c q g s 4 1 q b y a q 2 a y 1 a q b , .  .  .  .  .
that is,
22g q 2 c y 2 g q 4 a y 1 q 8ab s 0, .  .
hence
2 2
g s 2 y c q c y 2 y 4 a y 1 q 8ab . .  .  .’
2 2  2 .Apply 4a s 4c y c , c y g F 2, and get b F a q a y 2 ra. Hence
’ . < <a y b G 2 y a ra ) 1 for 3 r2 - a - 1, which contradicts a y b F 1.
In contrast to the real case we do not know all extreme points of B 2 2P  l .1
for the complex Banach space l 2, because we do not have a good condition1
5 5on the complex coefficients of P equivalent to P s 1. However, itc
 .follows immediately from Lemma 2.1 and Remark 2.3 that P x, y g
 2 2 ..  < < < < < < .  < < .ExtB P l if a s b s 1 and c s 2 or a s b s 0 and c s 4 .1
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< < < < < <  .Moreover, we can see easily that for a F 1, b F 1, and c F 2, P x, y
 2 2 .. < < < < < <g ExtB P l precisely when a s b s 1 and c s 2. Theorems 2.4 and1
< < < < < <2.6 show that if a, b, c g R, 0 F a , b - 1, a / yb, 2 - c - 4, and
< < 2  < < .  .4 c y c s 4 a q b y ab , then P x, y is not an extreme point of
 2 2 ..  .B P l . We do not know whether P x, y is an extreme point of1
 2 2 .. < < 2 < < 2B P l when a, b, c g R, a s yb, 2 - c - 4, and 4a s 4 c y c .1
 2 ..3. EXTREME POINTS OF B P l1
2 .We will first consider a necessary condition for P g P l to be an1
2 .extreme point. Recall that given P g P l , we have a monomial point-1
 .  . wise expansion P x s  a x x , where a g K and x s x g l seeiF j i j i j i j i 1
w x w  .x.5 or 7, Proof of Theorem 3.3 b .
 .  2 ..THEOREM 3.1. For P x s  a x x g ExtB P l , it is necessaryiF j i j i j 1
that for each positi¨ e integer k there exists a nonzero a with i s k or j s k.i j
 2 ..Proof. Let P g ExtB P l . Suppose that there is a positive integer k1
 . 2  .such that all a s 0 with i s k or j s k. Let Q x s x q P x andi j k
 . 2  .R x s yx q P x . Thenk
25 5 < <Q s sup Q x F sup x q P x y x e .  . .k k k
5 5 5 5x s1 x s1
2
2 2 2< < 5 5 5 5 < < < <F sup x q P x y x e s sup x q x F 1, . k k k k i /
5 5 5 5x s1 x s1 i/k
 4 5 5 5 5where e is the usual basis of l . Thus Q s 1, and similarly, R s 1.i 1
 .Clearly Q / R and P s 1r2 Q q R , which contradicts the assumption
that P is an extreme point.
 2 ..We will apply the results in Section 2 to get extreme points of B P l .1
2 2 .  .  .For i - j let P g P l be defined by P x, y s P xe q ye .i j 1 i j i j
5 5 2 .  2 2 ..THEOREM 3.2. Let P s 1, P g P l . If P g ExtB P l for all1 i j 1
 2 ..i - j, then P g ExtB P l .1
 . 2 .Proof. Suppose that there is Q x s  b x x g P l such thatiF j i j i j 1
5 5 5 5  2 2 ..P " Q s 1. Then P " Q F 1 for all i - j. P g ExtB P l givesi j i j i j 1
Q s 0 for all i - j; hence Q s 0.i j
5 5  .The condition P s 1 in Theorem 3.2 is necessary. In fact, let P x s
 2 2 .. 5 5 <  . < 5 5 2 4 x x . Then all P g ExtB P l , but P s 2. P x F 2 x im-i- j i j i j 1
5 5 n 5 5plies P F 2, and the evaluation of P at x s  e rn shows P s 2.js1 j
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< < < <It follows from Theorem 3.2 that if all a s 1 and all a s 2, i - j,i i i j
 2 .. < <then P g ExtB P l . Moreover, we can see easily that for all a F 11 i i
< <  2 .. < <and all a F 2, i - j, P g ExtB P l precisely when all a s 1 and alli j 1 i i
< <a s 2, i - j.i j
w xGonzalo 6 studied an m-homogeneous subsymmetric polynomial P on
 4a Banach space with subsymmetric basis e . An m-homogeneous polyno-n
mial P on E is said to be subsymmetric if for all x , . . . , x g K and all1 n
positive integer n we have
n n
P x e s P x e , if k - ??? - k . i i i k 1 ni /  /
is1 is1
w xAccording to Theorem 2.1 in 6 , every 2-homogeneous subsymmetric
polynomial P on l can be expressed as1
`
2P x s a x q b x x x s x g l .  . . i i j i 1
is1 i-j
for some a, b g K. It follows from the above that every subsymmetric
 2 .. < < < <polynomial P g ExtB P l is of the form with a s 1 and b s 2.1
We will show that some extreme polynomials satisfying the condition of
Theorem 3.2 are also strongly extreme points. Given a g K, a / 0, let
 . < <  .sgn a s ar a and sgn 0 s 1.
 .  . < <THEOREM 3.3. i Let P x s  a x x with all a s 1 and alliF j i j i j i i
< <  2 ..a s 2, i - j. Then P g SExtB P l .i j 1
 .  . ky1ii Gi¨ en a positi¨ e integer k, let P x s  a x x qk is1 i k i i k
` < < < <  2 .. a x x , with all a s a s 4. Then P g SExtB P l .jskq1 k j k j ik k j k 1
 .  4Proof. i Otherwise there are some e ) 0 and a sequence Q ;n
2 .P l such that1
1
5 5 5 5P " Q F 1 q , but Q ) en nn
 . n. < n. <for each n. Write Q x s  b x x for each n. Since a q b F 1n iF j i j i j i i i i
n.< < < < ’q 1rn and a s 1, by Lemma 2.1 we get b F 3rn for all i, n. Fori i i i
n. < n. <each sufficiently large n we can choose b , i - j , such that b ) 2e ;i j n n i jn n n n
<  . < 5 5 2otherwise Q x F e x for sufficiently large n, which leads to a contra-n
< n. <diction. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that at least one of a " b is noti j i jn n n n
 . 2 5 5 5 . 5  .less than 2 q 4r3 e . Since P " Q G P " Q , Remark 2.3 iin n i jn n
5 5 5 5shows that either P q Q or P y Q is greater than some a ) 1 forn n
sufficiently large n, which leads to a contradiction.
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 .  2 .. 5 5ii If suffices to prove P g SExtB P l . Clearly P s 1. Let1 1 1
 .2 5 50 - e - 1 be given. Choose d , 0 - d - er76 . Suppose that P " Q F1
2 . < <1 q d , Q s  b x x g P l . For j ) 1 the evaluation of P " Q atiF j i j i j 1 1
’ . < <e " e r2 and Lemma 2.1 imply that b q b " b - 4 3d ; hence1 j 11 j j 1 j’< <b - 4 3d - e . Reasoning similar to that in the proof of Lemma 2.21 j
2 2 ’< < 5 5 < <shows that if 4 F c and ax q by q cxy F 1 q d , then a F 2 d and
’< < < <b F 2 d . Since at least one of a " b is not less than 4, we obtain1 j 1 j’< <  .  .b F 2 d - e for all i. For 1 - j - k, let a s sgn a and b s sgn a .i i 1 j 1k
< <  .The evaluation of P " Q at e r2 q a e q be r4 and Lemma 2.11 1 j k
imply that
2 2 ’b r4 q a b q b b q ab b r16 q a b q b b r8 F 3d ; . .11 j j k k jk 1 j 1k
’ ’< <  . < <hence we can easily get b F 32 3 q 12 d - e . Therefore b - e forjk i j
5 5all i F j, so Q - e .
 . 2Let A and B be nonempty disjoint subsets of N. Given P x, y s ax q
2 2 2 .  . < <by q cxy g P l , a, b, c g K and a sequence a , a g K with all a s1 i i i
Ä 2 .1, define P g P l by1
ÄP x s P a x , a x . . .  i i i i i /
igA igB
Ä5 5 5 5Note that P s P . The following are the main results in Section 3.
ÄTHEOREM 3.4. Let P and P be the polynomials as explained abo¨e, and let
A j B s N. Then
2 2 Ä 2P g ExtB P l if and only if P g ExtB P l . .  . /  /1 1
 .  2 2 ..Proof. ¥ Suppose that P is not an extreme point of B P l .1
2 2 Ä Ä .   .. Then P s 1r2 Q q R for some Q / R g B P l . Since P s 1r2 Q q1
Ä Ä Ä 2 Ä 2.   ..   ..R and Q / R g B P l , P is not an extreme point of B P l .1 1
 . < < <  . < < <« If there exists a g K, a s 1 with P a , 0 s 1, then a s 1.
5 5 < < < < < < < <P s 1 implies b F 1 and c F 2; hence b s 1 and c s 2. Theorem
Ä 2  ..3.2 shows P g ExtB P l . Thus without loss of generality we may1
< < < <assume that there are nonzero x , y g K such that x q y s 1 and0 0 0 0
Ä 2<  . <  .   ..P x , y s 1. Suppose that P s 1r2 Q q R for some Q, R g B P l .0 0 1
Ä Ä  ..We can write Q s P q S and R s P y S, where S x s  b x x gi iF j i j i j
2 .P l , b g K.1 i j
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We claim that b s b s b s 0 for k g A, l g B or l g A, k g B. Letk k l l k l
 .  .k g A, l g B, a s sgn a , and b s sgn a . Thenk l
2 2 2 2P x , x " a b x q b b x q ab b x x .  .k l k k k l l l k l k l
Äs sup P " S a x e q b x e F 1, . . k k l l
< < < <x q x s1k l
 2 2 ..hence P g ExtB P l implies b s b s b s 0.1 k k l l k l
Next, for k, l g A with k - l, fix s g B. Choose nonzero x , x g K sok l
< < < < < <  .  .that x s x q x and x s x q x . Let a s sgn a , b s sgn a , and0 k l 0 k l k l
 .g s sgn a . Thens
Ä1 G P " S a x e q b x e q g y e . . k k l l 0 s
Äs P a x e q b x e q g y e " ab b x x .  .k k l l 0 s k l k l
s P x , y " ab b x x , .  .0 0 k l k l
where the first equality follows from the above claim. Hence b s 0 for allk l
k, l g A, k - l, and similarly b s 0 for all k, l g B, k - l. Thereforek l
S s 0.
ÄThe condition A j B s N in Theorem 3.4 is necessary. Otherwise P is
 2 ..  2 2 ..not an extreme point of B P l for any P g B P l . In fact, if 1 is1 1
not contained in A j B, then let
2 ÄQ x s x q P x .  . .  .i 1 i
and
2 ÄR x s yx q P x . .  . .  .i 1 i
2 Ä Ä  ..  .Clearly Q, R g B P l and P s 1r2 Q q R ; hence P is not an1
extreme point. It also follows from the proof of Theorem 3.4 that
 .for nonempty disjoint subsets A, B ; N with a A j B s n, P g
2 2 Ä 2 n  ..   ..ExtB P l if and only if P g ExtB P l .1 1
 .An argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.3 ii shows that if
Ä .P x, y s 4 xy and A j B s N, then P is also a strongly extreme point of
 2 ..B P l .1
THEOREM 3.5. Let A , . . . , A be nonempty mutually disjoint subsets of1 m
 ..  .  . m .N. Let P x s  a x ???  a x g P l , where a g K,i i g A i i i g A i i 1 i1 1 1 1 m m m m j
j s 1, . . . , m. Then P is extremal.
ÏProof. Let P be the symmetric m-linear form on l corresponding to1
P. It is easily verified that
< <a ??? ai i1 mÏ5 5 < < < <P s sup s 1rm! sup a ??? sup a . . i i /  /1 mm!i gA i gA i gAj j 1 1 m m
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Since
5 5 < < < < < < < <P F sup a x ??? a x i i i i1 1 m m /  /
5 .5x s1 i gA i gAi 1 1 m m
m < < < <F 1rm sup a ??? sup a , . i i /  /1 m
i gA i gA1 1 m m
m mÏ Ï5 5  .5 5 5 5  .5 5we get P F m!rm P ; hence P s m!rm P .
Take nonempty disjoint subsets A, B ; N with A j B / N, and the
 . 2 2 .remark after Theorem 3.4, Theorem 3.5 and P x, y s 4 xy g P l pro-1
duce an extremal 2-homogeneous polynomial on l with norm 1, which is1
 2 ..not an extreme point of B P l .1
In general, the addition of two extremal polynomials does not yield an
 ..  .  .extremal polynomial. Indeed, put P x s x x q x x q x x fori 1 2 2 3 1 3
Ï . 5 5 5 5 <  . <x g l . Then P s 1r2 and P G P 1r3, 1r3, 1r3 s 1r3; hence Pi 1
is not extremal. However, the polynomials x x and x x q x x are1 2 2 3 1 3
extremal.
2 .It is worth remarking that there is no extremal polynomial P g P l1
Ï Ï 2 2 5 5.   ..  5 5.   ..such that Pr P g ExtB L l and Pr P g ExtB P l . Suppose1 1
 . 2 . 5 5that there is such P x s  a x x g P l . We may assume P s 1.iF j i j i j 1
Ï Ï 25 5   .. < <Then P s 2 and Pr2 g ExtB L l , which implies that all a s 21 i i
< < 5 5and all a s 4, i - j. Thus P s 2, which is a contradiction.i j
4. EXTREME MULTILINEAR FORMS
Recall a useful integral representation of continuous m-linear forms on
w xL 0, 1 , which is deduced from the following natural isometric isomor-1
w xphisms, where I stands for the unit interval 0, 1 :
n
m m m*L L I , L I , L I * , L I , .  .  .  . . . m1 1 1 ` /m , p
where I m denotes the Cartesian product I = ??? = I. More precisely, to
m  ..  m.each A g L L I there corresponds a unique f g L I such that1 `
5 5 5 5A s f and`
A g , . . . , g s f x , . . . , x g x ? g x dx ??? dx .  .  .  .H1 m 1 m 1 1 m m 1 m
mI
 .for g g L I , j s 1, . . . , m. This integral representation was applied toj 1
w x  w x.characterize norm attaining bilinear forms on L 0, 1 see 4 . Applying1
Lemma 2.1 and this integral representation, the proof of the following
theorem is standard, and so is omitted.
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m  ..  m.THEOREM 4.1. Let A g L L I be represented by f g L I , as1 `
explained abo¨e. Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  m  ..i A is an extreme point of B L L I .1
 . <  . < mii f x , . . . , x s 1 almost e¨erywhere on I .1 m
 .  m  ..iii A is a strongly extreme point of B L L I .1
 m ..THEOREM 4.2. Let A g B L l . Then the following are equi¨ alent:1
 .  m ..i A is an extreme point of B L l .1
 . <  . <ii A e , . . . , e s 1 for all i , . . . , i .i i 1 m1 m
 .  m ..iii A is a strongly extreme point of B L l .1
m .Proof. The proof follows immediately from the fact that L l is1
5 5 <  . <isometrically isomorphic to l , because A s sup A e , . . . , e .` i , . . . , i i i1 m 1 m
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